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Isoperimetric Properties of the Mean Curvature Flow
Or Hershkovits
Abstract
In this paper we discuss a simple relation, which was previously missed, between the high
co-dimensional isoperimetric problem of finding a filling with small volume to a given cycle,
and extinction estimates for singular, high co-dimensional, mean curvature flow. The utility
of this viewpoint is first exemplified by two results which, once casted in the light of this
relation, are almost self evident. The first is a genuine, 5-lines proof, for the isoperimetric
inequality for k-cycles in Rn, with a constant differing from the optimal constant by a factor
of only
√
k, as opposed to a factor of kk produced by all of the other soft methods (see
[MS73, Gro83]). The second is a 3-lines proof of a lower bound for extinction for arbitrary
co-dimensional, singular, mean curvature flows starting from cycles, generalizing the main
result of [GYu93]. We then turn to use the above mentioned relation to prove a bound on
the parabolic Hausdorff measure of the space time track of high co-dimensional, singular,
mean curvature flow starting from a cycle, in terms of the mass of that cycle. This bound
is also reminiscent of a Michael-Simon Isoperimetric inequality. To prove it, we are lead
to study the geometric measure theory of Euclidean rectifiable sets in parabolic space, and
prove a co-area formula in that setting. This formula, the proof of which occupies most this
paper, may be of independent interest.
1 Introduction
A family of embeddings of a k-manifold N in Rn, φt : N → Rn is said to evolve by mean
curvature if at every point and time it satisfies the equation dφdt (x, t) =
~H where ~H is the
mean curvature vector. Starting with a smooth, compact embedding, this flow exists (smoothly)
for some finite time, at which the flow encounters a singularity. As the embeddings need not
disappear altogether when a singularity occurs, notions of weak solutions were desirable. Two
such notions are the varifold flow of Brakke (see [Bra78]) and the level-set flow of Evans-Spruck
(see [ES91],[ES92a],[ES92b],[ES95]) and Chen-Giga-Goto (see [CGG91]). If the initial surface
has no boundary, via elliptic regularization, Ilmanen developed a notion of enhanced motion,
which unites information from both approaches.
Let R1,n = R × Rn, R1,n+ = R+ × Rn. Given an integral k-cycle of finite mass in Rn,
T0 ∈ I lock ({0} × Rn) Ilmanen’s idea (motivated by the level-set approach) (see [Ilm94]) was to
approximate the mean curvature flow (MCF) starting from T0 by a family of (k+1)-dimensional
translating solutions in Rn+ which become more and more “cylindrical” and tall (in the first
co-ordinate). At the limit, their horizontal sections will become a k-dimensional Brakke flow in
R
n (see Definition 2.2) starting from T0, while the limit of the “down-scalings” of these solutions
will yield a current T ∈ I lock+1(R1,n+ ) with ∂T = T0 that provides a measure-theoretic subsolution
to the Brakke flow.
Theorem 1.1 ([Ilm94, 8.1]). Let T0 ∈ I lock ({0} × Rn) be a cycle of finite mass and of compact
support. There exists a tuple (T, {νt}t≥0) called the enhanced motion where T ∈ I lock+1(R1,n+ )
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with ∂T = T0 and {νt}t≥0 is a Brakke flow with ν0 = νT0 such that
νt ≥ νTt , (1.2)
M
=
[(πx)#(TB)] ≤ |B|1/2M
=
[T0], (1.3)
and
M
=
[TB] ≤ (|B|+ |B|1/2)M
=
[T0], (1.4)
where πx : R
1,n
+ → Rn is the projection to the Rn component and TB = T ⌊B ×Rn for B ⊆ R. T
is called the undercurrent and Tt, the t time slice of T , is called the underflow.
Remark 1.5. Theorem 1.1 is stated and proved in [Ilm94] for arbitrary ambient Riemannian
manifolds.
The main conceptual observation of this paper is a relation, that was previously missed,
between the above theorem, coupled with an extinction estimate, to the isoperimetric problem
and isoperimetric inequalities. Let us briefly discuss those.
In the fundamental paper [FF60], Federer and Fleming proved an isoperimetric inequality
(now bearing their names) stating that there exists a constant c = c(k, n), depending both on
the dimension and the co-dimension, such that for every integral cycle N ∈ Ik(Rn) with finite
mass and compact support, there exists some F ∈ Ik+1(Rn) such that
M
=
[F ] ≤ cM
=
[N ]
k+1
k (1.6)
and ∂F = N (see also [Sim83, 29,30]). In particular, by (1.6), by a compactness result proved
in [FF60], since mass is lower semi-continuous under weak convergence and since the boundary
operator is continuous, it follows from the direct method of the calculus of variations that N has
an optimal filling Fopt ∈ Ik+1(Rn) which has the property that ∂Fopt = N and M
=
(Fopt) ≤
M
=
(F ) for every F ∈ Ik+1(Rn) with ∂F = N .
Thirteen years later, Michael and Simon showed that the constant c can be taken to be
independent of the co-dimension (see [MS73]). This was soon generalized to the case of non-
positively curved Riemannian manifolds (see [HS74]). Another argument that applies to a much
more general setting than Euclidean spaces was given in [Gro83] where one also gets the estimate
c = O(kk). Finally, in [Alm86] Almgren proved an “optimal” isoperimetric inequality in the
Euclidean case: the constant c in (1.6) corresponds to the case of a standard sphere enclosing
a disk (i.e. ck = 1/(kω
1/k
k ) ≈ 1/
√
k) and equality is achieved if and only if N is the standard
sphere.
As a first instance of the above mentioned relation between Theorem 1.1 and the isoperimetric
problem, we can generalize the main theorem of [GYu93] (with a constant worse by a factor of
two). Since the proof is so short, there is no need to postpone it for later sections.
Theorem A (Lower Bound on Extinction). If T0 ∈ I lock ({0}×Rn) is of finite mass and compact
support, (T, {νt}t≥0) is an enhanced motion corresponding to T0, and Fopt is the optimal filling
of T0, then the extinction time of {νt}t≥0, τ = sup{t ≥ 0 | νt(Rn) > 0}, satisfies
τ ≥
(
M
=
[Fopt]/M
=
[T0]
)2
. (1.7)
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Proof. If the extinction time was τ < τ0 =
(
M
=
[Fopt]/M
=
[T0]
)2
, by (1.2) ∂T[0,(τ+τ0)/2) = T0, and
setting S = (πx)#(T[0,(τ+τ0)/2)) we also have ∂S = T0. By (1.3) this implies
M
=
[S] <M
=
[T0]τ
1/2
0 =M=
[Fopt] (1.8)
which would provide a filling of T0 that is better than the optimal one.
Remark 1.9. The co-dimension one case of Theorem A implies, in particular, that if D ⊆ Rn is a
bounded set with smooth boundary, then the extinction time for the level-set flow of ∂D satisfies
τ ≥ (Hn(D)/Hn−1(∂D))2, where Hk denotes the standard k-dimensional Hausdorff measure.
This is true since any co-dimension one Brakke flow remains supported in the level set flow.
The main result of [GYu93] states that in such a case τ ≥ 2 (Hn(D)/Hn−1(∂D))2. Theorem A
therefore loses a factor of two, but it allows for the generalization of [GYu93], both from level
set flows to (special) Brakke flows, and from co-dimension one to arbitrary co-dimensions.
Remark 1.10. A partial explanation for why lower bounds on extinctions are interesting is their
evident relation to the far harder and more central question of mass drop for Brakke flows (see
[Ilm94, MS08]).
Next, we show how the above relationship can be used to derive isoperimetric inequalities
with good constants.
Theorem B (MCF Spatial Isoperimetric Inequality). Let (T, {νt}t≥0) be an enhanced motion
starting from an integral k-cycle T0 of finite mass with compact support in R
n. Then {νt} becomes
extinct at finite time τ , and taking S = (πx)#(T[0,τ ])), we have ∂S = T0 and
M
=
[S] ≤ 1√
4π
M
=
[T0]
k+1
k . (1.11)
As with Theorem A, the proof of Theorem B is very short, and will therefore again be included
in the introduction. We will need the following lemma, which is proved by a standard use (at
least in the smooth case) of the monotonicity formula (c.f [Hui90, Ilm] and Lemma 2.4), and
which will be proved in Section 2.
Lemma 1.12. Let {νt}t≥0 be an integral Brakke flow (see Definition 2.2) with ν0(Rn) < ∞.
Then the flow becomes extinct in finite time τ with
τ ≤ ν0(R
n)
2
k
4π
. (1.13)
Proof of Theorem B. Taking τ = ν0(R
n)
2
k /(4π) , Lemma 1.12 gives the first part of the theorem.
We further see, as in the proof of Theorem A, that for every ε > 0, Sε := (πx)#(T[0,τ+ε)) satisfies
∂S = T0 and M
=
[Sε] ≤M
=
[T0](τ + ε)
1/2. By (1.3) Sε → S in the mass norm, and therefore also
weakly. By the continuity of boundary and by the definition of τ , we obtain:
M
=
[S] ≤ 1√
4π
M
=
[T0]
k+1
k . (1.14)
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In light of the above, Theorem B shows that the spatial track of a singular MCF provides a
filling that satisfies such a Gromov-Michael-Simon isoperimetric inequality, which is worse than
the optimal one by a factor of only
√
k. Theorem B is particularly interesting when the underflow
is in fact a Brakke flow, as then the filling is local.
Remark 1.15. The proof of Theorem B can be considered as a genuine proof of the isoperimetric
inequality with a relatively good constant (like all the other proofs of the isoperimetric inequality
that were mentioned, expect for [FF60], it relies implicitly on the results from [FF60]). While
not giving the optimal constant of [Alm86], our proof is only a few lines long, as opposed to a
very long paper. To the best of the author’s knowledge, other than the proof in [Alm86], our
argument yields a better constant than all other proofs.
Remark 1.16. The methods described here provide a new approach for studying the isoperi-
metric problem in arbitrary co-dimension on general Riemannian manifolds, which amounts to
estimating the extinction time of mean curvature flow starting from the initial cycle.
Prior uses of the mean curvature flow in studying the isoperimetric problem include [Sch08],
where the level-set power MCF on mean convex hypersurfaces was used to derive the optimal
isoperimetric inequality in co-dimension one, and a Euclidean isoperimetric inequality for sur-
faces in simply connected 3-manifolds with non-positive sectional curvature (which was proven
originally in [Kle92]), and [Top98] where the curve shortening flow was used to obtain an optimal
isoperimetric inequality on surfaces. In both cases the argument is based on a monotonicity of
certain surface-area volume functions, and is quite different from the one here.
In order to state the next result, we first recall the notions of parabolic metric and parabolic
Hausdorff measure. If A ∈ R1,n is a space-time track of a mean curvature flow, then given λ > 0,
λA is not such a track, but {(λ2t, λx) | (t, x) ∈ A} is. The same is true (measure theoretically
and in the sense of the underlying rectifiable sets) for the space-time track of a Brakke flow. To
study scale-invariant properties we would therefore need a metric that respects those scalings.
Definition 1.17 ([Whi97]). The parabolic metric on R1,n is defined to be
dpar((t, x), (s, y)) = max{
√
|t− s|, |x− y|}. (1.18)
The Hausdorff measure corresponding to dpar will be called the parabolic Hausdorff measure
and will be denoted by H∗par.
Remark 1.19. Note that a k+1 plane has parabolic Hausdorff dimension k+1 if it is perpendicular
to ∂t and parabolic Hausdorff dimension k + 2 if it has some ∂t component. As mean curvature
flow is a flow in time, it is therefore reasonable to measure the (k+ 2)-Hausdorff measure of the
space time track Hk+2par .
Remark 1.20. The parabolic Hausdorff measure was first introduced to the study of mean cur-
vature flow by White for his dimension reduction principle (see [Whi97]). In there, the question
concerned the parabolic Hausdorff dimension of certain sets (the singular stratum) and the only
property of the measure that was used was the above mentioned scaling. The relationship between
the total measure of a set and its time slices was used by Federer’s general co-area inequality (see
[Fed69, 2.10.25]). It will be one of the main technical objectives of this current paper to relate
the horizontal measures of the slices of a Euclidean rectifiable set in space-time to the parabolic
measure of the entire set in a more precise way (i.e. to obtain a co-area formula type result).
Theorem C (Parabolic Measure Estimate for the Space-Time Track of a MCF). There exists
some universal constant C = C(k) with the following property: Let (T, {νt}t≥0) be an enhanced
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motion starting from an integral k-cycle T0 of finite mass and compact support in R
n. Letting
T = τ(X, θ, ξ) (i.e. T is the integral current corresponding to the rectifiable set X, the multiplicity
θ and the orientation ξ), set µ to be the rectifiable parabolic radon measure corresponding to
(X, θ), i.e.
µ = θHk+2par ⌊X. (1.21)
Then µ is well defined (see remark below) and
µ(R1,n+ ) ≤ C(k)M= [T0]
k+2
k . (1.22)
Several remarks are in order.
Remark 1.23. Rectifiable sets are defined as a union of Lipschitz images and a set of Hk+1
measure zero, which is inconsequential from the point of view of a current supported on the set.
Thus, in order for the above theorem to make sense, one needs to show that for a set B ⊆ R1,n
we have Hk+1(B) = 0 implies Hk+2par (B) = 0. This is part of the content of Lemma 3.2.
Remark 1.24. In order for a scale invariant parabolic isoperimetric inequality concerning the
undercurrent to be meaningful, one must check that the undercurrent construction itself is scale
invariant. This is done in Lemma 2.13.
Remark 1.25. Note that the constant C depends only on the dimension of the current, and
not on the dimension of the ambient space. Thus, the above estimate is reminiscent of the
Michael-Simon isoperimetric inequality, as discussed above.
To prove Theorem C, we are led to study the geometric measure theory of Euclidean rectifiable
currents in parabolic space and the relationship between the Euclidean Hausdorff measure of time
slices of such sets and the total parabolic Hausdorff measure. As it turns out, the co-area formula
in such a situation takes the form of Fubini’s theorem without any co-area factor. More precisely,
we will have the following theorem, which is perhaps of some interest in its own right.
Theorem D (Parabolic Co-Area). Let M⊆ R1,n be a Euclidean (k+ 1)-rectifiable set of finite
(k + 1) dimensional Hausdorff measure and let g :M→ R. Then∫
M
gdHk+2par = c1(k)
∫
R1,0
(∫
Mt
gdHk
)
dH2par(t) (1.26)
where c1(k) is some universal constant.
Remark 1.27. This should be compared with the Euclidean situation where the co-area formula
takes the form ∫
M
g|∇Mt|dHk+1 =
∫
R
(∫
Mt
gdHk
)
dH1(t). (1.28)
Remark 1.29. The absence of a co-area factor is not too surprising: considering, say, a smooth
k+1 submanifold in R1,n we see that if the tangent plane at some point had a time-like direction,
the parabolic blow-ups at that point will contain the vector ∂t, and so we are always in the “split”
Fubini situation infinitesimally. If it were perpendicular to time, then it should not contribute
to the Hk+2par measure anyway.
Provided Theorem D, Theorem C follows easily.
Proof of Theorem C assuming Theorem D. (1.2) and the fact that the mass always decrease
along a Brakke flow, imply that for every t, M
=
[Tt] ≤ νt(Rn) ≤ ν0(Rn). The extinction esti-
mate of Lemma 1.12, together with Theorem D give the desired result, noting that on R+, H2par
is a multiple of the Lebesgue measure (see Example 3.5).
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The organization of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we collect some preliminary results,
and in Section 3 we study the geometric measure theory (GMT) of Euclidean currents in parabolic
space and in particular prove Theorem D. The rest, as the perceptive reader have noticed, was
already proved in the introduction.
Acknowledgments: I would like to thank Robert Haslhofer, Robert Kohn and Bruce Kleiner
for many useful discussions. I would like to thank Jacobus Portegies for carefully reading and
commenting on an earlier version of this note.
2 Preliminaries
We recall the notion of a Brakke flow (see [Bra78, 3.2]). We will follow the slightly different
definition appearing in [Ilm94]. Let
Dt0f = limt→t0
f(t)− f(t0)
t− t0 (2.1)
for f : R→ R.
Definition 2.2 ([Ilm94, 6.2-3]). A family of Radon measures {νt}t≥0 on Rn is a k-dimensional
Brakke flow if for all t ≥ 0 and all φ ∈ C1c (M,R+) we have Dtνt(φ) ≤ B(νt, φ) where
B(ν, φ) =
∫
−φH2 +∇φ · S⊥ · ~Hdν (2.3)
whenever ν⌊{φ > 0} is radon k rectifiable, |δV |⌊{φ > 0} is a radon measure absolutely continuous
w.r.t. ν⌊{φ > 0} for V = Vν⌊{φ > 0} and when φH2 is integrable. Here S is the approximate
tangent space and we confuse a subspace with the projection operator to it. If either of the
above conditions is not satisfied, we let B(ν, φ) = −∞ . A Brakke flow is called integral if for
a.e. t ≥ 0, νt ∈ IMk(Rn), the space of integer rectifiable radon measures.
We will need the following generalization of Huisken’s monotonicity formula (see [Hui90]) to
the context of Brakke flows (see [Ilm]).
Theorem 2.4. Let {νt}t≥0 be a k-dimensional integral Brakke flow in Rn with ν0(Rn) <∞ and
let t1 < t2 < τ and p ∈ Rn, then we have∫
1
(4π(τ − t2))k/2 e
−|x−p|2
4(τ−t2) dνt2(x) ≤
∫
1
(4π(τ − t1))k/2 e
−|x−p|2
4(τ−t1) dνt1(x). (2.5)

We can now give a proof of the extinction estimate of Lemma 1.12. As stated in the intro-
duction, this extinction estimate is standard, at least in the smooth case (see [Man10, 3.2.16] for
instance). The generalization to Brakke flows is straight-forward, and will be given here for the
sake of completeness.
Proof. Proof of Lemma 1.12 Take t > 0 at which the flow is integral (which happens a.e.) and not
extinct, let p be a point at which the approximate tangent space of νt exists and has multiplicity
θ0 ≥ 1 and let s > t. Then by the monotonicity formula we get
∫
1
(4π(s− t))k/2 e
−|x−p|2
4(s−t) dνt(x) ≤
∫
1
(4πs)k/2
e
−|x−p|2
4s dν0(x) ≤ 1
(4πs)k/2
ν0(R
n) (2.6)
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and taking the limit s→ t we obtain
1 ≤ θ0 ≤ 1
(4πt)k/2
ν0(R
n) (2.7)
so t ≤ ν0(Rn)
2
k
4π holds for a.e time prior to the extinction time and we are done.
In what follows, we indicate why Ilmanen’s construction of the enhanced motion ([Ilm94])
respects the natural parabolic scalings on R1,n. We also include, for the reader’s convenience,
Ilmanen’s heuristics for why T should be seen as the space-time track of the mean curvature flow
(see [Ilm94, 2.2]). For both purposes, we need to describe the construction in some more detail.
Let T0 ∈ Ik({0}×Rn) be an integral cycle of finite mass. For Q ∈ Ik+1(R1,n) and ǫ > 0, Ilmanen
([Ilm94, 2.1]) defined the functional
Iǫ[Q] =
1
ǫ
∫
e−z/ǫdνQ, (2.8)
where (z, x) ∈ R1,n. By the direct method of the calculus of variations, he produced currents P ǫ ∈
I lock+1(R
1,n) minimizing Iǫ subject to the constraint of having boundary T0, which additionally
turn out to be supported on R1,n+ . The Euler-Lagrange equation of this functional is
~H + S⊥ · ω
ǫ
= 0, (2.9)
where ~H is the generalized mean curvature vector, ω = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and S the approximate
tangent space (with the usual abuse of notation identifying a subspace with the projection to it).
P ǫ is thus a translating solution for the MCF with velocity v = −ωǫ . Letting κǫ(z, x) = (ǫz, x)
and t = ǫz, Ilmanen defines T ǫ = (κǫ)#(P
ǫ) and Ilmanen’s undercurrent T is, by definition, a
sub-limit of those T ǫ as ǫ→ 0 .
Remark 2.10. Ilmanen sees those T ǫ as an approximation for the space-time track of the mean
curvature flow starting form T0. The reason is the following (see [Ilm94, 2.2]): As it turns out,
for ǫ << 1 , P ǫ are of height ∼= Cǫ and are almost cylindrical. Slicing P ǫ at some z we obtain
~HT ǫt =
~HP ǫz ≈ ~HP ǫ . (2.11)
Letting MCFk(M, t) be flow by mean curvature of a k sub-manifold M for time duration t and
HMCFk(M, t) be flow by only the horizontal part of the mean curvature, we see that for s > t
T ǫs = P
ǫ
s/ǫ = MCF
k+1(P ǫ, s− t)t/ǫ ≈ HMCFk+1(P ǫ, s− t)t/ǫ =
MCFk(P ǫt/ǫ, s− t) = MCFk(T ǫt , s− t).
(2.12)
T , being a sub-limit of the T ǫ is thus seen (intuitively) as the space-time track.
Both classical mean curvature and Brakke flow are invariant under parabolic rescalings. The
same is true for the undercurrent
Lemma 2.13. Let λ > 0 and let ηλ, Sλ : R
1,n → R1,n be parabolic and Euclidean rescaling by λ,
i.e ηλ(t, x) = (λ
2t, λx) and Sλ(t, x) = (λt, λx). If T is an undercurrent corresponding to T0 then
(ηλ)#(T ) is an undercurrent corresponding to (Sλ)#(T0).
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Proof. Letting P ǫ(T0) be a minimizer of I
ǫ with boundary T0 we see that (Sλ)#(P
ǫ) is a min-
imizer of Iλǫ with boundary (Sλ)#(T0). Thus one can take P
λǫ((Sλ)#(T0)) = (Sλ)#(P
ǫ(T0))
and so
T λǫ((Sλ)#(T0)) = (κλǫ)#((Sλ)#(P
ǫ(T0))) = (κλ ◦ Sλ)#(T ǫ(T0)) = (ηλ)#(T ǫ(T0)). (2.14)
Thus, we get the desired scaling in the level of the subsequences and so at a (possible) limit.
Remark 2.15. Without the above lemma, a parabolic Hausdorff measure estimate regarding the
undercurrent would have been rather meaningless. This is not the case.
3 Parabolic GMT of Euclidean Rectifiable Sets
This section is divided as follows: In Section 3.1 we will explore some basic properties of the
parabolic Hausdorff measure, In Section 3.2 we will show that infinitesimally spatial Euclidean
(k + 1)-rectifiable sets (see Definition 3.13) with finite volume are negligible in the parabolic
setting, in Section 3.3 we will deal with sets that have a time-like component a.e. and in Section
3.4 we will prove the parabolic co-area formula, Theorem D.
3.1 Basic properties and Examples
Recall that we are considering the space R1,n = R × Rn. Points p ∈ R1,n will be denoted by
p = (t, x). The R factor is called the time direction and the Rn factor is called the space direction.
On R1,n we consider two metrics: the standard Euclidean one d with corresponding Hausdorff
measure H∗ and the parabolic metric dpar with corresponding Hausdorff measure H∗par . diam
will stand for the Euclidean diameter while diampar will stand for the parabolic one. Rectifiable
will mean, unless otherwise stated, Euclidean-rectifiable.
Remark 3.1. By the Caratheodory criterion it is clear that Hkpar is Borel.
The first thing we will see is the following.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a (k + 1)-rectifiable set in R1,n.
1. If Hk+1(A) = 0 then Hk+2par (A) = 0.
2. If Hk+1(A) <∞ then Hk+2par (A) <∞.
Proof. For (1 ), since Hk+1(A) = 0, for every δ > 0 and ǫ there is a δ cover of A by cubes
{Ci}, parallel to the axes with
∑
diam(Ci)
k+1 < ǫ (by enlarging an initial small covering and
swallowing the constant multiplicative factor). Looking at Ci in the parabolic metric, we see
that diampar(Ci) ∼=
√
diam(Ci). Now, slice each Ci to rectangular boxes {Dji } of time-like sides
of length diam(Ci)
2 and space-like sides of length diam(Ci) . This way, the parabolic diameter
of the boxes will be smaller than the Euclidean diameter of the original cube and so they provide
a parabolic δ cover of A. We will need [ 1diam(Ci) ] such boxes to cover the cube Ci, and
[ 1
diam(Ci)
]∑
j=1
diampar(D
j
i )
k+2 ≤ [ 1
diam(Ci)
]diam(Ci)
k+2 = diam(Ci)
k+1 (3.3)
and so Hk+2par,δ(A) < ǫ and we are done. The proof of (2 ) is similar (see also Lemma 3.14).
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Remark 3.4. The first part of the lemma allows us to measure the (k + 2)-parabolic measure of
a (k + 1)-rectifiable set in a well defined manner.
The following example shows that in R1,0 there is no real difference between H2par and the
standard one dimensional Lebesgue measure L1.
Example 3.5. On R1,0 ∼= R we have
H2par =
α(2)
2α(1)
L1. (3.6)
Proof. It suffices to check it for intervals. Taking δ > 0 and a parabolic δ cover of [a, b] {Ci} we
have diamEuc(Ci) = diampar(Ci)
2 and so it is a Euclidean δ2 cover of [a, b] and
α(2)
∑(diampar(Ci)
2
)2
=
α(2)
2α(1)
α(1)
∑ diamEuc(Ci)
2
. (3.7)
More generally in the full dimensional case, the parabolic Hausdorff measure is identical, up
to a constant, to the Lebesgue measure.
Lemma 3.8 (Top dimensional compatibility). There exist some constants ci = ci(k) > 0 (i =
1, 2) such that on R1,k we have
Hk+2par = c2Lk+1 = c1H2par ×Hk. (3.9)
Proof. The second equality is clear from Example 3.5. For the first equality, note that by Lemma
3.2, Hk+2par is a radon measure that is absolutely continuous w.r.t the Lebesgue measure. As both
Hk+2par and Lk+1 are invariant under translations, by Radon-Nikodym we obtain
Hk+2par = c2Lk+1 (3.10)
for some c2 ≥ 0. In order to conclude, it will suffice to show that Hk+2par ([0, 1] × [0, 1]k) > 0.
Otherwise, for every ǫ, there would be a cover {Ci} such that
∑
diampar(Ci)
k+2 < ǫ, but then
by perhaps enlarging Ci a little bit, we get C˜i of the form C˜i = [ai, bi]×Di and with√
|bi − ai| = diampar(C˜i) = diampar(Ci) = diam(Di) (3.11)
but then ∑
Lk+1(C˜i) =
∑
diampar(C˜i)
k+2 < ǫ (3.12)
so the Ci can not be a cover of the unit cube.
The situation with lower dimensional parabolic Hausdorff measures is very different, as Ex-
ample 3.33 (and indeed the entire Section 3.3) will indicate.
3.2 Infinitesimally Spatial Rectifiable Sets
This subsection deals with the validity of the parabolic co-area formula (Theorem D) for rectifi-
able sets which are infinitesimally spatial.
Definition 3.13. A (k + 1) rectifiable set B in R1,n is called infinitesimally spatial if for
Hk+1 a.e p ∈ B we have ∂t ⊥ TpB.
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Lemma 3.14. If B be is a (k + 1)-infinitesimally spatial set in R1,n and Hk+1(B) < ∞ then
Hk+2par (B) = 0.
Proof. The argument is a refined version of the one in Lemma 3.2. Fix β > 0. For l = 1, 2, . . .
let Blβ be the set of points at which the set it β close to being spatial at scales < 1/l. More
precisely, Blβ consists of those (t, x) in B such that for every r < 1/l we have
1− β ≤ H
k+1(B ∩ In+1((t, x), r))
(2r)k+1
≤ 1 + β, (3.15)
and also
1− 2β ≤ H
k+1(B ∩ In+1((t, x), r) ∩ ([t− βr, t+ βr] × Rn))
(2r)k+1
≤ 1 + 2β, (3.16)
where In+1((t, x), r) is the rectangle parallel to the axes with center (t, x) and (Euclidean) sides
2r. We claim that for β sufficiently small, if (t, x) ∈ Blβ then for every r < 1/(2l)
Blβ ∩ In+1((t, x), r) ∩ ([t− 3βr, t+ 3βr] × Rn)c = ∅. (3.17)
Otherwise, given (s, y) in the left hand side of (3.17) we get that
B ∩ In+1((s, y), r) ∩ ([s− βr, s+ βr] × Rn) ⊆ B ∩ In+1((t, x), 2r) (3.18)
but
(In+1((s, y), r)∩ ([s−βr, s+βr]×Rn))
⋂
(In+1((t, x), 2r)∩ ([t−2βr, t+2βr]×Rn)) = ∅. (3.19)
For small β, this would contradict (3.15) for the point (t, x) at scale 2r, as by the above disjoint-
ness and by using (3.16) first for (t, x) at scale 2r and then for (s, y) at scale r we get
Hk+1(B ∩ In+1((t, x), 2r))
(4r)k+1
≥ (1− 2β) + (1− 2β)/2k+1, (3.20)
which is bigger than (1 + β) when β is very small.
Now, since Hk+1(B) <∞, by enlarging an efficient δ-cover to become one with cubes (gaining
a multiplicative factor) we see that there is a constant A (independent of β, l) such that for every
δ > 0 there is a cover {Ci} of Blβ by cubes such that
∑
diam(Ci)
k+1 < A and diam(Ci) < δ.
Taking δ < 1/(4l) and such a good δ-cover {Ci}, looking at Ci in the parabolic metric, we see
that diampar(Ci) ≤
√
diam(Ci). Now, slice each Ci to rectangular boxes {Dji } of time-like sides
of length diam(Ci)
2 and the initial space-like sides. This way, the parabolic diameter of the
boxes will be smaller than the Euclidean diameter of the original cube. We will need 1diam(Ci)
such rectangles and as in Lemma 3.2 we see that
[ 1
diam(Ci)
]∑
j=1
diampar(D
j
i )
k+2 ≤ [ 1
diam(Ci)
]diam(Ci)
k+2 = diam(Ci)
k+1 (3.21)
and so Hk+2par (Blβ) < A. In fact, our situation is much better! Indeed, in light of (3.17), only
6β[ 1diam(Ci) ] out of the [
1
diam(Ci)
] rectangles can contribute to covering Blβ . For if (t, x) ∈ Ci we
have Ci ⊆ In+1((t, x), diam(Ci)) and so by (3.17)
Ci ∩Blβ ⊆ [t− 3βdiam(Ci), t+ 3βdiam(Ci)]× Rn. (3.22)
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This gives
Hk+2par (Blβ) < 6βA, (3.23)
and so
Hk+2par
(
∞⋃
l=1
Blβ
)
≤ 6βA. (3.24)
As Hk+1
(
B −⋃lBlβ) = 0 we get
Hk+2par (B) ≤ 6βA (3.25)
by the first part of Lemma 3.2. By the arbitrariness of β we are done.
Computing the right hand side of the parabolic co-area formula in the infinitesimally spatial
case is easier.
Lemma 3.26. For B infinitesimally spatial we have∫
R1,0
Hk(Bt)dH2par(t) = 0. (3.27)
Proof. This follows directly from the Euclidean co-area formula, as it implies that a.e. level set
has Hk(Bt) = 0.
3.3 The Time Advancing Part
We first make several definitions.
Definition 3.28. A k + 1 rectifiable set M is called time-advancing if for Hk+1 a.e. p ∈ M
we have that ∂t is not perpendicular to TpM .
For technical reasons, it will be easier to work with the definitions below.
Definition 3.29. A Lipschitz (w.r.t the standard Euclidean metric) map F : R1,k ⊇ A→ R1,n
will be called vertical if πt(F (t, x)) = t for every x ∈ Rk, t ∈ R. Here πt is the projection to the
time factor.
Definition 3.30. A vertical map F : R1,k ⊇ A → R1,n will be called (M,m) Lipschitz if it is
M Lipschitz in the Euclidean sense, and if its restriction to every time slice is m Lipschitz.
Definition 3.31. A set M ⊆ R1,n is said to be (1, k) vertically rectifiable if one can write
M =M0 ∪
⋃
i≥1Mi where Hk+1(M0) = 0 and where Mi = Fi(Ai) , Ai ⊆ R1,k are measurable
and Fi are (Mi,mi) Lipschitz.
The following lemma shows the equivalence between the geometric definition, Definition 3.28,
and the technical definition, Definition 3.31.
Lemma 3.32. LetM be a k+1 rectifiable in R1,n. Then M is time advancing iff it is vertically
rectifiable.
Proof. Assume M is time advancing. By rectifiability, write M = M0 ∪
⋃∞
i=1Mi where
Hk+1(M0) = 0 and Mi ⊆ Ni where Ni is an embedded C1 submanifold in R1,n. We can
therefore work on each Mi separately. Given p ∈ Mi with ∂t not perpendicular to TpMi, this
non-perpendicularity will also hold in an arbitrarily small ball around it in Ni. In a yet smaller
ball, we will be able to use the inverse function theorem with the first co-ordinate being t. Re-
stricting it a little further will give an (M,m) Lipschitz map. By Vitali covering we can get
such a cover of the set and by the disjointedness of small balls, there are only countably many
elements in that cover. The other implication is clear (and less important).
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At a stark contrast to the full dimensional case (see Lemma 3.8), the lower dimensional
parabolic Hausdorff measures are far from the Euclidean ones, as the following example indicates.
Example 3.33. Let F : R1,0 ⊃ [a, b] → R1,1 be vertical, Lipschitz and increasing. Then
H2par(F ([a, b])) = α(2)α(1) (b− a).
Proof. Let M be the Lipschitz constant of F . For δ0 sufficiently small we have for every δ < δ0
Mδ2 < δ. Thus, for every parabolic δ cover of [a, b] ⊆ R1,0 by Ci and for every t, s ∈ Ci we have
|t − s| < δ2 so |F (t) − F (s)| < δ. Thus, F (Ci) is a δ cover of F ([a, b]). Similarly we see that
diampar(F (Ci)) = diampar(Ci). Thus
H2par(F ([a, b])) ≤ H2par(([a, b])) =
α(2)
2α(1)
H1([a, b]). (3.34)
The other direction is trivial.
The main difference between the parabolic and Euclidean Hausdorff measures is captured by
the following volume dilation estimate.
Lemma 3.35 (Basic volume estimate). Let F : R1,k ⊇ A → R1,n be an (M,m) Lipschitz map.
Then
Hk+2par (F (A)) ≤ max{mk,mk+2}Hk+2par (A). (3.36)
Proof. The proof is divided into four steps. In the first we consider what happens whenHk+2par (A) =
0, in the second and third we derive the weaker inequality
Hk+2par (F (A)) ≤ max{1,mk+2}Hk+2par (A), (3.37)
and in the fourth we prove the strong inequality.
Step 1: If Hk+2par (A) = 0 then Hk+2par (F (A)) = 0: Let {Ci} be a parabolic δ cover of A then
diampar(F (Ci)) ≤M · diampar(Ci) from which it is clear.
Step 2: (3.37) holds if A is a box, i.e. a set of the form I × B for I ⊆ R and B ⊆ Rk: Take
δ > 0 and let {Ci} be a parabolic δ cover of A. Then F (Ci) is a cover of F (A) and for every
(t, x), (s, y) ∈ A we have
dpar(F (t, x), F (s, y)) ≤ max{
√
|t− s|,m|x− y|+M |t− s|}, (3.38)
which implies
diampar(F (Ci)) ≤
max{diampar(Ci),m · diampar(Ci) +M · diampar(Ci)2} ≤
diampar(Ci) ·max{1,m+Mδ}.
(3.39)
Thus, assuming δ < 1 we obtain
Hk+2par,max{1,m+M}δ(F (A)) ≤ max{1,m+Mδ}k+2Hk+2par,δ(A) (3.40)
and the desired result is obtained by taking δ → 0.
Step 3: In the general case, write A =
⋃
Ai ∪B where
Ai = {x ∈ A s.t Θk+1Euc(x,A, r) ≥
99
100
for every 0 < r <
1
i
} (3.41)
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and
Θk+1Euc(x,A, r) =
Hk+1(A ∩B(x, r))
ωk+1rk+1
. (3.42)
ThenHk+2par (B) = Lk+1(B) = 0 and Ai ր A−B. ThusHk+2par (F (B)) = 0, F (A) =
⋃
F (Ai)∪F (B)
and F (Ai)ր F (A) up to measure 0. Thus, it suffices to show the desired weak inequality (3.37)
for Ai. Take 0 < δ <
1
i and let {Cj} be a parabolic δ cover of Ai and assume further that Cj ⊆ Ai.
Then {F (Cj)} is a cover of F (Ai) and for every (t, x), (s, y) ∈ Cj (assume w.l.o.g. s ≤ t) we have
|t− s| ≤ diampar(Cj)2. Since both (t, x) and (s, y) are points of density at scale 1i there will be
some s ≤ r ≤ t and points xr, yr ∈ Rk with |xr − x| ≤ diampar(Cj)2, |y − yr| ≤ diampar(Cj)2
and such that (r, xr), (r, yr) ∈ A. Thus, by the triangle inequality we get
d(πx(F (t, x)), πx(F2(s, y))) ≤
M
√
|x− xr|2 + |t− r|2 +m|xr − yr|+M
√
|y − yr|2 + |s− r|2 ≤
4M · diampar(Ci)2 +m(|x − y|+ 2diampar(Ci)2)
(3.43)
and the proof continues as in step 2.
Step 4: For the improved estimate (3.36) note first that we may assume m < 1 or else it is
equivalent to (3.37). Turning Cj into a product set does not increase the parabolic diameter
(because of the “max”). Note further that if diampar(Cj) > max(t,x),(s,y)∈Cj |x − y|, it will be
worthwhile to split Cj into smaller product sets with the same space-like factor. Thus, in the
product case (step 2) we can assume Cj = [s, s+ a
2] ×Bj where diam(B) = b and a ≤ b . But
then, we can split [s, s + a2] into 1m2 intervals Ij,k, each of which of length m
2a2 and consider
the cover F (Ij,k ×B) of F (Cj). Note that
diampar(F (Ij,k×Bj)) ≤ max{ma,mb+Mm2a2} = mb+Mm2a2 ≤ m ·diampar(Cj)(1+M2mδ)
(3.44)
Keeping in mind that we obtained 1m2 such split boxes, this gives the desired result. In the
general case, we argue as in step 3.
Remark 3.45. Note that in the (M,m) Lipschitz setting, there is no effective extension theorem,
in contrast to the Euclidean Lipschitz case, in which Kirszbraun’s extension theorem (see [Fed69,
Sec. 2.10.43]) allows one to assume that the map is defined on the entire space (with the same
Lipschitz constant). Thus the general assertion did not follow trivially from the one on boxes,
and the third step was indeed needed.
Motivated by the above, we make the following definition.
Definition 3.46. Suppose F : R1,k ⊃ A→ R1,n is (M,m) Lipschitz. The horizontal differen-
tial of F at (t0, x0) ∈ A: DhF |(t0,x0) is the differential of the map F2(t0,−) : A∩{t = t0} → Rn.
The horizontal Jacobian JhF |(t0,x0) is the Jacobian of that map.
Remark 3.47. Note that the above is well defined a.e. Indeed, by Fubini A∩{t = t0} is measurable
for almost every t0 and we can Lipschitz extend in every such level set. The resulting differential
is independent of the extension at points of density.
Definition 3.48. An (n+ 1)× (k + 1) matrix B is called vertically linear if it is of the form
B =
(
1 0
v A
)
(3.49)
for v ∈ Rn and A an n× k matrix.
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Remark 3.50. The differential of an (M,m) Lipschitz map is vertically linear.
The following three auxiliary lemmas concerning the parabolic Hausdorff measure have their
direct Euclidean analogues (see [EG92, Sec 3.3.1 Lemmas 1-3]) with almost identical proofs. We
will shortly remark about the (essentially cosmetic) differences.
Lemma 3.51. Suppose F : R1.k → R1,n is vertically linear, then
Hk+2par (F (C)) = (JhF )Hk+2par (C). (3.52)
Sketch. Writing A = O ◦S for S : Rk → Rk symmetric and O : Rk → Rn orthogonal we see that
F =
(
1 0
v Id
)(
1 0
0 O
)(
1 0
0 S
)
= N˜O˜S˜ (3.53)
As both N˜ and its inverse are (|v| + 1, 1) Lipschitz, N˜−1 will preserve Hk+2par (the proof of
(3.36) will work the same for O˜ ◦ S˜(C) as it is Euclidean). Thus
Hk+2par (F (C)) = Hk+2par (O˜∗N˜−1F (C)) = Hk+2par (S˜(C)) (3.54)
so by Lemma 3.8 we are back in the Euclidean case. 
Lemma 3.55. Suppose k ≥ 1 , F : R1.k ⊃ A→ R1,n is (M,m) Lipschitz for A Hk+2par measurable.
Then:
1. F (A) is Hk+2par measurable.
2. The mapping y 7→ H0(A ∩ F−1{y}) is Hk+2par measurable on R1,n.
3.
∫
R1,n
H0(A ∩ F−1{y})dHk+2par ≤ max{mk,mk+2}Hk+2par (A) .
Sketch. The only difference here is that the standard Euclidean estimate
Hn(F (A)) ≤ Lip(F )nHn(A) (3.56)
is replaced by the corresponding parabolic estimate for (M,m) Lipschitz functions (3.36). 
We will often confuse a linear map T : Rk → Rn with the corresponding vertical map from
R
1,k to R1,n that splits time and space (i.e. v = 0 in Definition 3.48).
Lemma 3.57. Let F : R1.k ⊃ A → R1,n be an (M,m) Lipschitz map , let α > 1 and let
B = {x ∈ A s.t. DhF exists and JhF > 0}. Then there is a countable collection of Borel
subsets {Ej} of R1,k such that:
1. B =
⋃∞
j=1 Ej.
2. F |Ej is one to one.
3. for each j there is a symmetric automorphism Tj : R
k → Rk such that (identifying it with
the corresponding vertical map from R1,k to R1,k):
(a) F |Ej ◦ T−1j is (Mj, α) Lipschitz.
(b) Tj ◦ (F |Ej )−1 is (Mj, α) Lipschitz.
(c) α−k| det Tj| ≤ JhF |Ej ≤ αk| detTj|.
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Sketch. This is also similar to the corresponding lemma [EG92, 3.3.1.3]. This time, fixing ǫ > 0
we let C be a countable dense subset of B, S be a countable dense subset of the symmetric
automorphisms of Rk and W be a countable dense subset of the vectors in R1,n with first
coordinate 1. Then for c ∈ C, T ∈ S, w ∈W and i = 1, 2, 3, . . . we define E(c, T, w, i) to be the
set of all b ∈ B ∩B(c, 1/i) satisfying(
α−1 + ǫ
) |Tv| ≤ |DGw(b)v| ≤ (α− ǫ) |Tv| (3.58)
for all v ∈ R1,k and
|Gw(a)−Gw(b)−DGw(b)(a− b)| ≤ ǫ|T (a− b)| (3.59)
for all a ∈ B ∩B(b, 2/i). Here
Gw(y) = F (y)− 〈y, ∂t〉w. (3.60)
Then for b ∈ E(c, T, w, i) we have
JhF = JhGw (3.61)
and just like in [EG92] we obtain
(
α−1 + ǫ
)k
det(T ) ≤ JhGw(b) ≤ (α− ǫ)k det(T ) (3.62)
Now, choose any b ∈ B and writeDF (b) = O◦S+〈b, ∂t〉u (confusing O,S with the corresponding
vertical maps) and choose T ∈ S with Lip(T ◦S−1) ≤ (α−1 + 3ǫ/2)−1 and Lip(S◦T−1) ≤ α−3ǫ/2
and w ∈ W with |w − u| ≤ ǫ||T ||/2 and select i ∈ {1, 2, . . .} and c ∈ C such that |b − c| < 1/i
and
|F (a)− F (b)−DF (b)(a− b)| ≤ ǫ
Lip(T−1)
|a− b| (3.63)
for all a ∈ B∩B(b, 2/i). Then b ∈ E(c, T, w, i). Renaming the sets E(c, T, w, i) - Ej will yield, just
like in [EG92] a partition {Ej} of B with Lip(Gwj |Ej ◦ T−1j ) < α and Lip(Tj ◦
(
Gwj |Ej
)−1
) < α
with the desired property. Translating Gwj back to F will therefore give corresponding (|wj | +
1, α) Lipschitz maps and by (3.61) we are done  .
We now come to the actual parabolic area formula for (M,m) Lipschitz maps. Its proof is
(again) identical to the one of the usual area formula (see [EG92, Section 3.3.2]), with the above
lemmas replacing the Euclidean ones and by using the parabolic (M,m) Lipschitz estimate (3.36).
Theorem 3.64 (Parabolic area formula). Let F : R1.k ⊃ A→ R1,n be (M,m) Lipschitz then∫
A
JhFdHk+2par =
∫
R1,n
H0(A ∩ F−1(y))dHk+2par (y). (3.65)
Moreover, if g : R1,n → R is measurable∫
A
(JhF )(g ◦ F )dHk+2par =
∫
R1,n
H0(A ∩ F−1(y))g(y)dHk+2par (y). (3.66)
Sketch. We use Lemma 3.57 instead of the usual Euclidean partition lemma. Then, in the
original proof, it is crucial to obtain that α Lipschitz maps do not increase volume by much. We
have the corresponding result using (3.36) controlling the horizontal Lipschitz-constant. The full
Lipschitz constant is of no interest, as it is absent from the estimate. 
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3.4 Parabolic Co-Area Formula
Proof of Theorem D. By Section 3.2 we know that the contribution of the infinitesimally spatial
part ofM to both sides is zero. We can thus suppose that M is time advancing or equivalently,
vertically rectifiable and in fact, that M = F (A) for A ⊆ R1,k and F : A → R1,n (M,m)
Lipschitz and one to one. But in this case, by Theorem 3.64∫
M
gdHk+2par =
∫
A
(JhF )(g ◦ F )dHk+2par = (3.67)
by Lemma 3.8
c1
∫
R1,0
(∫
At
(JhF )(g ◦ F )dHk
)
dH2par(t) =
c1
∫
R1,0
(∫
Mt
gdHk
)
dH2par(t)
(3.68)
where the last equality is by the Euclidean area formula.
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